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PRESIDENT OF BOARD OF TRADE OPENS

"COUNT YOUR COUPONS” EXHIBITION

The president of the Board of Trade at the opening of the "Count

Your Coupons" exhibition at Charing Cross Underground Station,

today said:

I want to introduce to you this afternoon the Robinson family. As you will see

they are a pretty industrious lot but the most important thing about them is that

they are guided by the golden wartime rule; Make Do and Mend as long as you can,
and when you* must buy, buy wisely.

We must all of us today wear the clothes we already possess and go on wearing
them until they simply cannot be worn or adapted any longer. This very interesting
display which has been prepared for the Board of Trade by the Ministry of Information
is intended to impress that fact on the public. The display will remain open here

until April 5 and I hope it will be seen and appreciated by many thousands of people.
It is also to be reproduced in big retail shops in the leading towns of

the country and a smaller version of it will be shown in 350 factories.

This display is part of the Board of Trade’s Make Do and Mend drive, which was

launched last autumn. Thanks in no small measure to the splendid part played by the

Women’s Organisations and the Local Education Authorities, this drive is gathering
tremendous momentum all over the country. Although it is the youngest of the Govern-

ment’s home front campaigns it is a very flourishing infant. With the help of the

Local Education Authorities thirteen County Domestic Front Committees have already
been formed to co-ordinate the local Make Do and Mend activities.

The most important of these activities are (1) refresher courses for teachers

and group leaders from the Women’s Organisations, (2) Formal and informal classes and

demonstrations, (3) Exhibitions, (A) Advice Centres for the women who cannot get to

classes, (5) Mending Clubs which do the essential mending of war workers who are too

busy to do it for themselves.

When we first started this campaign, we were told by some people that women knew

all about how to adapt and to mend their clothes and would not want to come to classes

and demonstrations. The Women’s Group of Public Welfare (which is affiliated to the

National Council of Social Service), however, advised us other-wise and I need hardly

say that their advice proved entirely correct,

Wherever classes are formed, they are very popular and well attended. There are

a great number of these classes in London, The South Wales Council of Social Service,

one of our most vigorous allies, is almost daily opening new classes in Glamorgan and

other parts of South Wales, The ; English comities are showing equal enthusiasm and

there is to be a big Make Do and Mend exhibition very shortly in Bradford,

I referred just new/ to other exhibitions. Five of these have already been held

in London, at Enfield, Acton, Lambeth, Barnes and Wembley, as well as at Worcester,
Cardiff and Nottingham, Seven more exhibitions to cover the whole domestic front are

now being prepared in various parts of England, as well as an important one in Edinburgh,

Then there are the clothing and shoe exchanges for children. For some time now,

a number of -elementary and secondary schools have been running these exchanges; within

recent months the Board of Trade have greatly extended this exchange plan, with the

help of the W.V.S, in particular. In the last few weeks, that admirable body has set

going more than thirty classes in towns and villages and that number is likely to grow

very rapidly. But that is only the beginning. We want organisations such as the W,V,S.

and the responsible individuals - and, of course, the schools - to start up these

exchanges wherever possible. Children grow cut of their clothes only too quickly and

shoes and clothing are often out-grown before they are outworn. That is the moment to

pass them on to some other parent.

We are supporting this Make Do and Mend drive with advertisements, films, window

displays and posters. In turn, we are being most admirably supported by the newspapers

and magazines in their editorial columns, I am indeed grateful for that support. At

the Board of Trade I have a very big responsibility in seeing that the Domestic Front

is properly looked, after and adequately equipped with clothes, shoes, blankets, towels,

to say nothing of kettles and saucepans, and the other necessities of life.

Providing the public with new goods is the Board, of Trade’s job but the public’s

job is a still more useful one - keeping their old things going so that shipping space,

material and labour are saved. Remember, ships that are not carrying raw materials for

clothes can carry munitions of war instead. Therefore, more darns in your socks mean

more bombs on Germany, It is simple logic and it is the story that the Robinson

family are telling you here.
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